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ABSTRACT 
Coherent algebras are defined to be the subalgebras of the matrix algebras M,(C) 
closed under Hadamard ( = coefficientwise) multiplication and containing the all 1 
matrix, and are shown to be precisely the adjacency algebras of coherent confignra- 
tions. Each such algebra has a type, which is a symmetric matrix with positive integer 
entries. The theory is illustrated by applications to quasisymmetric designs, which are 
2 2 essentially equivalent to coherent algebras of type 2 [ 1 3 
INTRODUCTION 
In Section 1 we define a coherent algebra to be a self-adjoint algebra of 
matrices over C which is closed under coefficientwise ( = Hadamard) multi- 
plication and contains the all 1 matrix. In Section 3 we observe that these are 
precisely the adjacency algebras of coherent configurations (c.c.‘s), which 
means that we can identify coherent algebras with their underlying c.c.‘s. 
The type of a coherent algebra or c.c., defined in Section 3, is a symmetric 
t X t matrix of positive integers, where t is the number of fibers of the 
underlying C.C. In particular, a 1 X 1 type (r) means homogeneous of rank T, 
which includes the association schemes. The possible 2 ~2 and 3 ~3 types 
are surveyed in Section 8. Some types of coherent algebras with t = 2 
correspond to combinatorial objects of sufficient interest to warrent indepen- 
2 2 dent consideration. Type 2 2 
[ 1 corresponds to symmetric designs, where 
we have nothing new to say. Type 2 2 
[ 1 corresponds to quasisymmetric 
designs, introduced by Goethals and Szide?in [6]. To illustrate the theory we 
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consider this case in Section 9, determining the intersection algebra and the 
irreducible representations explicitly in terms of the parameters of the 
corresponding quasisymmetric designs. We use the resulting parameter con- 
ditions to obtain a characterization of tight 4designs closely related to work 
of P. J. Cameron [4]. Type 3 2 
[ 1 3 and the corresponding designs are the 
subject of [9]; S. Hobart has investigated the designs corresponding to type 
[ 1 i t in [12]. 
Some convenient generalities about configurations are given in Section 2. 
Sections 4, 5, and 6 contain a discussion of characters of finite dimensional 
algebras over Q= designed for applications to coherent algebras and configura- 
tions and their weighted and generic versions. It is our intention to present 
applications to weighted algebras in another place, continuing the discussion 
begun in [7, 111. The material on feusibk truces will provide the background 
needed for filling in the details of the results described in [8] on generic 
systems. 
There is a very extensive literature on association schemes and their 
applications, going back to the original papers of R. C. Bose and his 
associates (see [l], [4], and the bibliography of [13].) For references on c.c.‘s 
see [7] and the references there. 
One of the purposes of this paper is to provide a convenient reference for 
material used in [9], [lo], [ll], and [12], and related work in progress; for this 
reason, and because of some basic changes in notation, some overlap with [6] 
(in Sections 3 and 7) and some expository material on algebras have been 
included making our account essentially self-contained. 
1. COHERENT ALGEBRAS 
Let X be a finite set and K a field, and let L(X) = L(X, K) be the 
algebras of K-valued functions on X under the pointwise operations. Because 
X is finite, we can identify L(X) as a vector space with the vector space KX 
having basis X by identifying the standard basis { xx 1 x E X } , x .( y ) = ax,, , of 
L(X) with x. 
LEMMA 1.1. The lattice of subalgebras of L(X) is isomorphic with the 
lattice of partitions of X. (gal 2 Paz for partitions means that 9, is a 
refi -t of 92.) 
Proof. A subalgebra & of L(X) has no nilpotent elements and so is 
semisimple. Let E 1, , . . , E, be the primitive idempotents of &, and Xi = 
supp(Ei), the support of the function Ei. Then (Xi)i=l,,,,,r is a partition of 
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X, and .& consists of the FE L(X) which are constant on Xi, 1 Q i < r. 
Conversely, given a partition of X, the K-valued functions on X which are 
constant on the parts form a subalgebra of L(X). n 
We identify the algebra M,(K) of all matrices with coefficients in K 
having rows and columns indexed by X with End, (L( X)) by identifying 
each linear transformation with its matrix with respect to the standard basis, 
and we refer to L(X) as the standard module for M,(K) and its subalge- 
bras. On the other hand, we treat the algebras L(X2) and M,O(K) as being 
identical, where M,O (K) denotes M,(K) viewed as an algebra with the usual 
addition and multiplication by scalars but with matrix multiplication replaced 
by Hadamard ( = coefficientwise) multiplication. By (1.1) we have 
LEMMA 1.2. The lattice of subalgebras of M,O(K) is isomorphic with the 
lattice of partitions of X2. 
From now on we take K = C, the field of complex numbers. Then L(X) 
has the inner product 
(KG)= c F(x)@) [F,G+X)], 
XEX 
for which the standard basis is an orthonormal basis. Viewed as a matrix, the 
adjoint A* of A E M,(C), defined by (AF, G) = (F, A*G) for all F, G E 
L(X), is the conjugate transpose of A. A subalgebra & of M,(C) is 
self&joint if A E J&’ implies A* E &. We define a coherent algebra on X to 
be a self-adjoint subalgebra of M,(C) which is also a subalgebra of M;(C). 
Thus a subalgebra of M,(C) is coherent if and only if it is closed under the 
adjoint map and Hadamard multiplication and contains the all 1 matrix J. 
Before describing in Section 3 the partitions of X2 which correspond to 
the coherent algebras on X, we consider in Section 2 some generalities about 
binary relations and configurations. 
2. BINARY RELATIONS AND CONFIGURATIONS 
If f is a binary relation on X, i.e., f c X2, then we put 
f(x)= {YEXI(%Y)Efl for xEX, 
f’= {(YJ)l(x>Y)Ef}, 
pi-,(f)= {xEXI(~,y)EfforsomeyEX}, 
pr,(f)= {yEXI(x,y)E f forsome rEX}. 
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The matrix of f is the element A, of M,(K) such that Afjx, y) = 1 or 0 
according as (x, y) is in f or not; f ++ A, is a bijection of the set of binary 
relations on X onto the set of (0,l) matrices in M,(K). The diagonal A of X2 
corresponds to the identity matrix, and X2 corresponds to the all 1 matrix J. 
We can view A, as the adjacency matrix of the graph (X, f) with X as its 
vertex set and f as its set of (directed) edges. 
A configuration V = (X, ( f,), E I) on X over a set I consists of a nonempty 
set X together with a family ( A)i E r of nonempty binary relations on X. We 
assume throughout that X and I are finite sets, and call the cardinality n of X 
the order and the cardinality r of I the rank of $7. A configuration in this 
sense can be identified with its family (r,), E r of graphs ri = (X, x), or with 
the family (Ai)i,r of matrices of the A, which we call the adjacency 
matrices of the configuration. Our motivation for attaching a name to this 
very general concept comes from certain special examples including the 
following: 
(1) We say that a group G acting on a set X uflbnf.s the configuration 
U(G, X) = (X, X2/G), where X2/G denotes the set of orbitals for G, i.e., 
the set of orbits for G acting componentwise on X2. We refer to this as the 
group case, and as the transitive group case if the action of G on X is 
transitive. 
(2) V(G, X) is an example of a coherent configuration, and is an ussocia- 
tion scheme in the transitive case if the orbitals are self-paired (the definitions 
of coherent configuration and association scheme are repeated in Section 3 
below). 
(3) An important class of configurations which will not concern us here 
are the chamber systems, which can be defined as the configurations 
(C, (e,), E r ) consisting of a set C of chambers and a family (e,), E r of 
equivalence relations on C. (This definition of chamber system is clearly 
equivalent to the original one by Tits [14] in terms of a family of partitions 
rather than equivalence relations. In [lo] we consider construction of cham- 
ber systems from coherent configurations and conversely.) 
At this point we mention some convenient generalities about configura- 
tions %7=(X,(f;)i,,) over I. 
(1) Fusion and refi 7Jet7wnt. Let (UGl2 be a partial partition of I (i.e., 
a family of nonempty, pair-wise disjoint subsets of I), and put g, = Ui E I,fi‘. 
Then we say that the configuration 9 = (X, (g,), E a) is obtained from V by 
fusion, or is a fusion of V, and that % is a refinemen t of 9. In this case we 
write %? > 9, which defines a partial order > on the set of configurations on 
X. This induces a partial order on the set of those configurations for which 
(f;)iEI is a partition of X2, which is consistent with the partial order of 
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partitions by refinement. There is a maximum configuration X for which the 
relations are just the singletons in X2, and a minimum configuration having 
just the single relation X2. 
(2) Partitions. By a partition of % we mean a partition 9 = (X,),, o 
of X such that for all i E I, 6 c X, X X, for some a, /I E Q. Given such a 
partition of V, we put 
so that (I”B),,s E o is a partition of I. The configurations %? a = (X,, ( &)i E r”-‘) 
are the fibers of the partition. We put ras = lI”‘sI, so that r = C,, B E oraB and 
V” has rank r, = r,,. We call the matrix (rap) the type of the partition 9. In 
the group case, the orbits of G on X form a partition of V(G, X), and the 
fibers are afforded by the action of G on the orbits. We refer to the rank and 
type of this partition as the rank and type respectively of the action of G 
on X. 
(3) Znduced configurations. Given Z L X, Z # 0, put 
I,= {iEIIJnZ2#0}. 
Then the configuration (Z, (A n Z 2)i E I,) is the induced configuration on Z, 
denoted by (Z), or (Z),. More generally, if 9= (ZJaGP is a partial 
partition of X, put Z = UaenZa and fi-*fl= ff n Z, x Z,. The configuration 
(Z, ( rfl)) over all triples (i, a, j3) such that flfl# 0 is the induced config- 
uration on 1, denoted by (2) or (L?&. If 9 = (Z,, . . . , Z,), then we write 
(Z i,. . . , Z,) for (9). Clearly 9 is a partition of (3) with fibers (Z,), and a 
partition 9 of X is a partition of V if and only if (9’) = V. 
As a natural extension of the matrix method for graphs we consider the 
adjacency algebra of V, which is the subalgebra ~4 = L@‘(U) of M,(C) 
generated by the adjacency matrices Ai. In the group case, ~72 is the 
centralizer algebra of the permutation representation. At the root of the 
consideration of adjacency algebras are the following familiar interpretations 
of matrix and Hadamard multiplication: The (x, y) entry of the product 
AiAj is 
while the (x, y ) entry of the Hadamard product Ai 0 A j is 1 or 0 according 
as (x, y) is in 5 n 4 or not. In particular, the Ai are idempotents with 
respect to Hadamard multiplication, and A i and A j are orthogonal if and 
only if A n jj = 0. 
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3. COHERENT ALGEBRAS AND COHERENT CONFIGURATIONS 
A coherent algebra & on X as defined at the end of Section 1 has a 
standard basis (A i)i E I consisting of the primitive idempotents of ~2 viewed 
as a subalgebra of M,O(Q=). Clearly Ai is the matrix of A, where (f& E r is the 
partition of X2 corresponding to .& under the correspondence of (1.2). That 
is, the Ai are the adjacency matrices of the configuration k? = (X,( fl)i E r), 
which we refer to as the configuration underlying &, and & is the 
adjacency algebra of 9?. The assumption that ~2 is a coherent algebra 
translates into the following. 
3.1. Thefamily (Ai)i,I of rwnzero n x n (0,l) matrices is the standard 
basis of a coherent algebra if and only if the following four conditions hold: 
(A) Ei=oAi = J (r = III)> 
(B) LGo A,=I, PcI, 
(C) AT = Air, i* E I (i E I), 
(D) AiAj=C,,,pFjA, (4 j E I), 
where (D) is interpreted as meaning that (Ai)i E I span a subalgebra of 
MS). 
In turn these conditions translate into 
3.2. The configuration V = (X, ( f;)i E I) is the underlying configuration 
of a coherent algebra if and only if 
(I) (0iEI is a partition of X2, 
(II) At=&., i*EI(iEI), 
(III) f, n A # 0 implies & c A (i E I), and 
(IV) pij(x, y), (r, y) E fk, is independent of the choice of (x, y) E fk 
(i, j, k E I). 
A configuration which satisfies conditions (I) through (IV) is called 
coherent. Thus the coherent configurations on X are precisely the configura- 
tions which underly coherent algebras on X, with pfj = pij(x, y), (xx, y) E fk. 
From now on we refer to coherent configurations as c.c.‘s. If f: X2 + I is a 
surjective map, then (X, f,I) will denote the configuration over I such that 
f; = f l(i), i E I. These are precisely the configurations such that (f;J E r is a 
partition of X2 and include in particular the c.c.‘s. We have 
PROPOSITION 3.3. The c.c’s on X form a lattice isomorphic with the 
lattice of coherent algebras on X. 
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The maximum configuration is coherent, and its adjacency algebra 
is M,(C). The minimum C.C. (X,(A, X2 - A)) has adjacency algebra 
C I@ C( .Z - I). We can define the coherent closure of a subalgebra of M,(C) 
to be the intersection of all coherent algebras on X which contain it. The 
coherent closure of a configuration on X can then be defined to be the C.C. 
underlying the coherent closure of its adjacency algebra. There is an al- 
gorithm [15] for constructing the coherent closure of a configuration as 
follows. First reduce in the obvious way to the case in which (I), (II), and 
(III) hold. Then let B,, . . . , B, be the adjacency matrices, and put B = t,B, 
+ . . . + tsBs, where t,, . . . , t, are distinct noncommuting indeterminates. The 
entries of B2 are sums of products titj. If the distinct entries in Bi 0 B2 are 
P,, P2,.“9 then Bi = piB,, + p2Bi2 + . *. , 
For each i, replace Bi by the Bil, Bi2,. . . . 
where the Bi j are (0,l) matrices. 
Repeat this process until no further 
refinement is possible. 
Consider a coherent algebra & and its underlying C.C. 9 (we frequently 
identify &’ with U). The subset fZ of I appearing in (B) of 3.1, i.e., such that 
A=U a E of,, is uniquely determined, and ~3? and V are called homogeneous 
if ]SJ] = 1, i.e., if A, is the identity matrix for some i E I. We obtain the 
standard partition (X,) (I E 52 of V by putting X, = pri f, = pr,f,, (Y E a. 
That this is a partition of V in the sense of Section 2 follows from 
3.4 [7]. For i E I, pr,fi’= X, and pr,x = X, for sane a, /3 E ii?. 
The fibers and type of V are defined to be the fibers and type as defined 
in Section 3 of the standard partition. Using the notation of Section 3, the 
fiber V* is a homogeneous C.C. of order n, = IX,1 and rank r,. PutdaB = 
( Ai 1 i E Ias), and call the LZ?~ = A’” the fibers of .&. Then: 
3.5. 
(i) &a can be identified with the adjacency algebra of Va, 
(ii) LJ = @, gEa &Up (vector space direct sum), and 
(iii) .5z?fip&yE’= 8flBy.&a’. 
For i E Ias, put m, = 1x1 and vi = pE* = IA(x x E X,. Then: 
3.6 [6]. For i, j, k E I and a, /?,y E i2, 
(i) mi = ng, = nsui* = q., 
(ii) n,=XiE~+V~*, 
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E! 
(v) pFj = p;:, * ) 
(vi) pfjvk = pij*vi, 
(vii) pFj f 0 implies that i E Ias, j EIBY, and kEIaY fbrsome a,P,y 
2, 
(viii) ifi E I@ and k E Iay, then Xi E ,pfj = vi, 
(ix) ifj E IBu and k E Iay, then Ci,,pfj = vi*, and 
Cx> CtEIPstiP;;.=CkEIP~jPsuk(S,U,i,jE1)’ 
The regular representation Ai - Mi = (pii),, t E I maps LY isomorphically 
onto a subalgebra J? of M,(C) called the intersection algebra. The inter- 
section matrices Mi are blocked according to the partition (I‘@),, B E n of I. 
For i E Infl and a E 52, let Mf denote the (I”“,I”p) block of Mi; M,P = 
<Pti)sGIna , t E Io~ is an r,, X rap matrix, and the other blocks of Mi are all 
zero. From the above we have 
3.7. For a, a, p, y, s E Cl and i E I, 
(a) M,” = I, 
(b) Mf has column sum vi., 
Cc) CiEIaB M; has sth row (v, ,..., vs), s E I”“, 
(d) [ M”D@]’ = M,“,D”“, where D”” is the diagonal matrix whose sth 
diagonal entry is v,, s E I”“, and 
(e) MSMY = Ck E IaYpfjMi (i E I‘@, j E IBY). 
It is natural to refer to a coherent algebra ~4 and its underlying C.C. V as 
symmettic if Ai is symmetric for all i, i.e., i is symmetric for all i. There is 
not much danger of confusion with the usual concept of symmetric algebra, 
since coherent algebras are always symmetric in that sense, being semisimple 
(see Section 7). We call %? commutative if Z? is, and observe that 
3.8. For coherent algebras and configurations, 
symmetric * commutative 5. homogeneous. 
In particular, association schemes as originally defined by Bose and 
Shimamoto are precisely the symmetric c.c.‘s, and the adjacency algebra of 
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such an association scheme is its Bose-Mm algebra [ 11. Nowadays the term 
association scheme frequently means commutative c.c. in our terms. 
3.9 [7]. Homogeneous c.c.‘s of rank < 5 are commutative. 
In the group case, %?(G, X) is always coherent, i.e., the centralizer algebra 
of a group action is a coherent algebra, and the standard partition is the 
partition X/G of X into orbits under G. We define the type of the action of 
G on X to be the type of U(G, X). Transitivity of G on X is equivalent to 
homogeneity of U( X, G). 
4. FEASIBLE TRACES 
In this and the next two sections we give a discussion of algebras designed 
for applications to coherent algebras and their weighted and generic versions 
[7, 81. In applications of coherent algebras we typically reach the point of 
having on hand a candidate for an intersection algebra JZ and a candidate [ 
for the character afforded by the standard module. The problem at that stage 
is to decide whether [ is a character of M or not, that is, since a feasible JR? 
is semisimple, whether l is an integral linear combination of irreducible 
characters. There are analognes of this for weighted and generic algebras. We 
abstract this situation in the following notion of feasible trace. 
We begin with an r-dimensional algebra .s4 over a field F and define a 
feasible trace to be a linear function { E Horn,,, JS?, F) such that c(xy) = 
{(yx) for all x, y E s?. We say that { is nondegenerate if radl= 0, where 
rad [ = (x E JS? 1 [(X-K?) = 0). A linear functional 1: .& - F determines an 
associative bilinear form on .& according to (x, y) = Qxy), and conversely 
[associative means (xy, z)] = (x, yz)]. The linear functional { is a feasible 
trace if and only if the corresponding bilinear form is symmetric, and in that 
case rad[ coincides with the radical of the bilinear form. (Thus an algebra 
equipped with a nondegenerate feasible trace is a symmetric algebra in the 
classical sense, not to be confused with the completely different notion of 
symmetric for coherent algebras and configurations as defined in Section 3.) 
4.1. Let 5 beanondegeneratefeasibletraceon~, wlr...,wrabasisof 
&, and8 l,...,Cr the dual basis defined by ((widi>= 6ii. T~~YI 
(1) yi =Il~~1l(~,~j)~j> 
(2) 3, = wi, and 
(3) wix = E>_laijwj, x E -01, implies xGi = C>=laiiCj. 
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Proof. (1) and (2) are clear. If xci = Cbijdj, then aij = {(wix6jj) = bji. 
W 
A nondegenerate feasible trace l induces a linear isomorphism T: d -+ 
Hom,(&, F) according to T(x)(y) = {(xy), x, y E d, and so a nondegener- 
ate bilinear form is defined on Horn F( .@‘, F) by (T(x), T( y )) = {( ry), x, y E 
JJ. For this dual fm we have 
For any extension field K of F, { extends uniquely to a nondegenerate 
feasible trace on dK = &@F K, and the dual form induced by this extension 
is the unique extension to Hom,(dK, K) of the dual form induced by 5. 
5. FEASIBLE TRACES ON SEMISIMPLE ALGEBRAS 
Throughout this section & will be a semisimple algebra of finite dimen- 
sion r over a field F of characteristic 0, and K will be a splitting field of .zZ. 
Then zZK = ..vz’@& decomposes into a direct sum of simple (two-sided) 
ideals 
Each B, is isomorphic with a full matrix algebra over K, of degree e,, say, so 
Let 1 = Cy=ils, 1, E B,, be the identity element of .zz’~; then 1, is the 
identity element of B, and { 1, 1 s = 1,. . . , m) is the set of central primitive 
idempotents of &‘x. Let Ai,. . . , A,,, be the inequivalent absolutely irreducible 
representations of &‘, written in K, and let {i,. . . ,I, be the corresponding 
characters. The same notation will be used for the extensions of A, and 5, to 
dK, and the notation will be chosen so that As corresponds to 1 s in the sense 
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that 
A,(l,)=S,,A,(l) (l<s,tm). 
This implies that A, has degree 5,(l) = S,( 1,) = e,. 
The feasible traces on .& are easily described, namely 
PROPOSITION 5.1. A linear jimctionul { : d + F is a feasible trace on d 
if and only if it has the form 
(*) 5 = 2 z,s, 
s=l 
with z, E K, and in that case the extension of { to .dK has radical es E @Bs, 
where Q = {s 1 z, = O}; in particulur S is nondegenerate if and only if z, # 0 
for all s = 1,2,. . . , m. 
Proof. Assume that 5 is a feasible trace on &, and consider first the 
case in which .& is a full matrix algebra over F. Then for all i, j, k, 
S( Ei j) = 5( EikEkj) = I’( EkjEik) = aijS(Ekk )t 
where the Eij are the usual matrix units. Therefore, 3 is a multiple of the 
trace function on ~2 and is nondegenerate if and only if it is nonzero. In the 
general case, { extends to a feasible trace on JS’~, which we still call S, and 
we define q,(x) = {(x,) for x = x1 + . . . + x,,, E d, x, E B,. Then qI, is a 
feasible trace on LZ’~, E B c rad qS, and q,lB, is a feasible trace on B,. t2.V s- 
Hence qS = zJ,, z, E K, by the first paragraph of this section, and { has the 
form (*). 
Conversely, a linear functional {: s@’ + F which can be written in the 
form ( *) with Z, E K is certainly a feasible trace. For the extension to dK 
we have radI=@S,,. s B for some a, and radl is an ideal. Moreover 
B, c rad{ if and only if c(x) = 0 for all x E B, if and only if z, = 0. W 
If l is a feasible trace given by ( * ), then we refer to z, as the feasible 
multiplicity of 5, in {. Thus [ will be a virtual character (ordinary character) 
if and only if its feasible multiplicities are all rational integers (nonnegative 
rational integers). 
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For the rest of this section we assume that 5 is a nondegenerate feasible 
trace on &, 5 = Cy=rz,{,, 2, E K *. Write 
There is a basis (Esj)l~i,j~e,; rGsbm of .GP’ defined by 
At( sij) = 6,,E,si, 
where E,si is the e, X es matrix unit. Then lt(&zj) = 8,,8,,, SO {(&ii) = sijzS 
and ES .st = 6 ,, kl 6. ES Hence st jk 11’ 
(5.2) 
To simplify the notation, list the r linear functions aij in some order 
a,,...,a,, and if a, = aSi, write 
a-, = a;i, 
h,= ~3, 
EA = Eij. 
Then (5.2) becomes 
T(Q)(s,,) =5(&x&,) =$i$, (l<X,PO) 
and therefore, using the dual form, we have 
(5.3) 
1 
(a,, a,) = &PC (l<A,PO). 
x 
These equations are referred to as the Schur relations. Since 5, = Cp= lafi, the 
Schur relations imply the orthogonulity relations 
(5.4) ({.,S,)=S,$ (l<s,%m) 
s 
for the characters. 
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The meaning of the Schur relations is that the linear functionals a i, . . . , a, 
form a basis of Hom,(.&,K) with dual basis a:,...,~: with respect to the 
dual form given by a: = (l/h,)ax. A no th er way of saying the same thing is 
that the matrix A = (ax( wi)) is nonsingular with inverse A-’ = [ h,q( Gi)] t. 
Then A-‘A = Z gives 
(5.5) i hxax(t3i)ax(wj) = Sij. 
A=1 
We have 
(5.6) wi = i UX(Wi)EX 
x=1 
so 
(5.7) eA= h, 2 aX(tSi)wi. 
i=l 
Since 1 s = x2_ ieli, 
(5.8) 1, = 2, i 5(Gi)Wi. 
i=l 
The algebra .& is commutative if and only if m = r if and only if 
e,=ez= .* * = e,,, = 1. In this case (5.5) and (5.6) become respectively 
and 
(5.6’) wi = C S,9(wj)1,a 
s=l 
6. SELF-ADJOINT ALGEBRAS 
Now we return to the notation of Sections 1 through 3 and consider a 
self-adjoint subalgebra & of M,(C). The standard A-module L(X) is faithful, 
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and if W is an IPPsubmodule, so is its orthogonal complement W I. Hence 
L(X) is an orthogonal direct sum of A-submodules. In particular, therefore, 
ZZ’ is semisimple, and we may apply the discussion and notation of Section 5, 
taking F = K = C and l to be the character afforded by L(X). In this case z, 
is the actual multiplicity of A, in the representation A afforded by L(X), i.e., 
of {, in 1. Because L(X) is an orthogonal direct sum of irreducible submod- 
ules, we may assume that 
Ai = Ai( (AC&, l<i<m), 
i.e., that 
q(A*) = a-,(A) (AE&, l<Xgr), 
and hence li(A*) =li(A), A E .z&‘. 
Now assume that (X,) o1 Eo is a partition of X, and let 
where L( X,) has been identified in the natural way with a subspace of L(X) 
so that L(X)= @aEn L( X,). Assume that .&’ = @a,sE o &‘@ (vector space 
direct sum). Then 
and daa can be identified with a subspace of Hom,(L(Xp), L(X,)). In 
particular, da = ~2~” is then identified with a self-adjoint subalgebra of 
M,JC). (This is the situation associated with the standard partition in Section 
3.) 
Let a, be the identity element of .J&‘“, and put A( a) = { s 1 a,1 s z O}. By 
a straightforward application of centralizer ring theory we see that 
is the set of central primitive idempotents of da. We number the irreducible 
representation, character, degree, and multiplicity of da corresponding to 
%I,7 s E h(a), accordingly: Aas,lus,e,,, z,,. If A =Ca,BEnA,p A,, E 
d@, then 
(6.1) l,(A) = c kw(Aaa)~ 
acid(s) 
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where M(s) = { (Y E Q 1 s E A( a)}. In particular 
P-2) es = c ems* 
aEM 
Moreover, 
(6.3) 2s = zas for s E R(cx). 
Let ras = dim x2‘@, so that T = Za, B E orap, rap = rp,. Since 
(6.4) 
where M, xb(C) is the space of a X b matrices over Q=, we have 
7. APPLICATION TO COHERENT ALGEBRAS 
The notation and discussion of Section 5 are immediately applicable to a 
coherent algebra &, and in particular .!z? is semisimple. We take for (wi) the 
standard basis ( Ai)i E r; then by (3.6) 
(7.1) (A~,AT)=~~~~~, (i,jq, 
so the dual basis is given by 
(7.2) Ai = --tAf , 
mi 
(i E I). 
We assume, as we may, that the irreducible representations A, are written 
so that A,(A*) = A,(A)*, A E x2. Then ax(&) = (l/mi)ax(Ai) and 
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[,(A,) = (l/m,){,( Ai), so (5.3) through (5.6’) become 
(7.3) 
(7.4 
Moreover, x2 is commutative if and only if m = r if and only if e, = e2 
CC . . . =e m = 1, and in that case 
(7.9) i Zsi’,(Ai) LY,(Aj) =aijmi 
s=l 
and 
(7.10) 
Similarly, the notation and discussion of Section 7 can be applied at once, 
taking (X,), E o to be the standard partition. We then have 
(7.11) bias if aEM( 
otherwise 
(i E Iap). 
Here (6.2) through (6.5) apply without change, and we can add the following. 
The elements C, E x x span an irreducible submodule of L(X). Let us call this 
the principal subnbdule and refer to the central primitive idempotent, 
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irreducible representation, character, degree, and multiplicity associated with 
it as principal, labeling them with a subscript 1: for example, 1, and I1 are 
the principal central primitive idempotent and character of .zZ, e, = {i( 1) = 1 D 1 
is the number of fibers of V, and l,, and [,r are the principal idempotent 
and character of A+‘“, e,, = l,r(l,i) = 1. Since 1 E A(a) for ah (Y E Q, we 
have l,, = u,l, and e,, = z,i = 1. 
We have the canonical decomposition 
L=TL 
s=l s 
of L = L(X) into an orthogonal direct sum of components L, = l,L, and the 
decomposition 
m, 
Ls = A- Ls,t t=1 
of L, into an orthogonal direct sum of isomorphic simple components 
L,, t = E&L = &Ls. With the notational convention above, the principal 
submodule is L, = L,.,. If (x, y) E fk, then 
Hence if for some given s and t these r numbers are distinct, then V can be 
recovered from the angles between the projections of the standard basis X of 
L onto the irreducible submodule L,, t. 
The one additional general fact that we have about coherent algebras is 
that they satisfy the Krein conditions discovered by L. Scott in the context of 
multiplicity free permutation representations. By (7.7) and (7.6) we have 
SO EA o E,, = C;=191C&y With 
(7.13) 9&, = 0, c 
iCI 
1 
- 
mf 
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In case x2 is commutative and [XI= n, (7.13) becomes 
Fix h=X, p=ji. Then E& and E,, are positive semidefinite Hermitian 
matrices, and therefore so is E& 0 ep. But this means that: 
7.14. For 1~ s Q m and A = h and p = ji, the matrices 
are positive semidefznite. 
We refer to this and to the following two consequences as the Krein 
conditions: 
(7.15) 9;p&o (h=X, /.L=fi, Y’Y), 
from which follows 
We can summarize the necessary conditions that we know in general for 
intersection matrices of coherent algebras in a definition as follows. Suppose 
given a finite set I, a subset Q of I, and a partition (I‘@),, P E o of I with 
cf E I”“. Assume given for each i E I a matrix Mi = (pi,),, t E I of nonnegative 
integers satisfying the conditions of 3.6 or equivalently 3.7. Then ( M,)i E r is a 
basis of a semisimple subalgebra 
!C(Mi) = (ii 
M of M,(C), and 
if iE3, 
otherwise 
(iE1) 
We say that (Mi)i El is a feasible set of defines a feasible trace on J?. 
intersection matrices or that & is a feasible intersection algebra if in 
addition (1) the multiplicities for 2 are positive integers, i.e., [ is the 
character of a faithful representation of JY, and (2) the Krein conditions hold 
for JZ and for .M* = ((M,)i EIea), a E D (where the standard basis is 
replaced by the appropriate intersection matrices). 
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8. CONFIGURATIONS WITH FIBERS OF SMALL RANK 
Because the type (rap) of a coherent algebra is a symmetric matrix, we 
omit entries below the main diagonal. The conditions of Section 7 imply that 
there are restrictions on the matrices (rap) which can occur as types of 
coherent algebras. For instance 
i 2 2 2 11 
cannot be a type. Notice that if x2* is commutative, e.g., if r, < 5, then 
= 1 for all s E A(a) and r, = 1 A(a Hence if .&‘fl is commutative too, 
kn ras = IA(e) n A( p)I Q min( r,, rj). 
Here is a list of the possible 2 X 2 and 3 X 3 types with all entries < 3. For 
obvious reasons those with a diagonal entry 1 and those 3 X 3 cases with more 
than two nondiagonal entries 1 are omitted: 
(1) [” ;I> (2) [” ;I9 (3) [” ;]7 (4) [” ;]T 
(11) [” i ;I, (12) [” i ;I. 
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In case (1) we have ni - 1= zis = 2% = n, - 1, so n i = n2, and the c.c.‘s 
of this type correspond to complementary pairs of symmetric designs. The 
correspondence between c.c.‘s of the type of case (3) and quasisymmetric 
designs is exploited in Section 9 below, and that between coherent algebras 
of the type of case (3) and what we call strongly regular designs is the 
starting point of [8]. 
The action of PGL,( 4) on the subspaces of PG,_ i( q), d >, 4, has type 
2 2 2 ... 2 2 
3 3 ... 3 2 
4 . . . 4 2 
. * . . 
4 4 2 
3 2 
2 
which provides examples for cases (2), (4), (7), and (10). 
The action of PSps,(2), d > 2, on the two types of quadrics and the 
points of symplectic PG,,_i(2) has type 
[ 2 2 1 2 , 31 
giving examples of cases (2) and (6). 
The action of O&(2), d > 2, on the singular and nonsingular points of 
orthogonal PG,,_,(2) has type 
which is case (3). 
3 2 
[ 1 3 ’ 
The c.c.‘s with at least three fibers and rap = 2 for all (Y, /3 correspond to 
the linked symmetric designs studied by P. J. Cameron [3]. 
Corresponding to the isomorphisms U,(2) = O<(2) - Sp,(3) we have an 
example of case (11) with nl = 27, na = 36, na = 40, and multiplicities 
1 20 6 
1 20 15 
1 15 24 
The degrees are therefore e, = 3, es = e, = 2, and e3 = es = 1. 
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If (rap) is the type of a coherent algebra, then “repeating the first fiber” 
produces a coherent algebra of type 
Cases (4) (7), (lo), (13), and (14) can be realized in this way. This gives the 
only examples we know of cases (13) and (14). 
The referee has pointed out that examples of cases (8) and (12) can be 
obtained as follows, showing that all cases are realized. Let K be a maximal 
k-arc in a projective plane II (i.e., K is a set of points such that ]I n K] = 0 or 
k for every line 1 of II). Then the points of K, the lines intersecting K, and 
the points of II not on K give an example of (8). The objects corresponding 
to the outer nodes of a O4 diagram provide an example of (12). 
9. QUASI-SYMMETRIC DESIGNS AND C.C.‘S OF TYPE (2,2;3) 
A basic reference for quasisymmetric designs is Cameron and van Lint 
[4]. We repeat the definition here primarily to introduce our notation, which 
differs from that of [4]. Our goals are to establish the equivalence between 
c.c.‘s of type (2,2;3)-here we write 
(2,2;3) in place of 
2 2 
[ 1 3 
-and complementary pairs of quasisymmetric designs, to record and analyze 
the parameter conditions which result from consideration of the correspond- 
ing coherent algebra, and to prove the results 9.7 and 9.11 for quasisymmet- 
ric designs. Starting from the parameter conditions in 9.4, the discussion of 
quasisymmetric designs is selfcontained. A reader wishing to avoid c.c.‘s can 
supply the needed formulas from 9.4 by counting and matrix theoretic 
methods. 
9A. Qwsis ynmetric Designs 
We consider incidence structures (Xi, X,, F) consisting of disjoint sets 
X, and X,, whose elements are called points and lines respectively, and a 
subset F of the Cartesian product Xi x X,, whose elements are called figs. 
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A point x and a block Y are incident if (x, Y) is a flag. The incidence matrix 
C of the structure will have rows indexed by the points and columns by the 
clocks. The dual structure (Xi, X,, Ft) has incidence matrix C’. 
A quasisymmetric design (q.s.d.) is an incidence structure such that 
(a) each block is incident with S points and each point is incident with T 
blocks, 
(b) two points are incident with A blocks, and 
(c) two blocks are incident with either a or b points, a > b, and both 
possibilities occur. 
We denote by m the number of points and by n the number of blocks, so that 
mT = nS. 
The block graph I? of a q.s.d. is the graph with the blocks as vertices, to 
being adjacent if and only if they are incident with a common points. 
Associated with a q.s.d. (Xi, X,, F) is the configuration $7 = (X, ( f;)i E r) 
over I = {1,2,..., 9} defined by X = X,LIX, and 
fi = diag X12, fi = diag Xz, f3 = X,z - fi> 
f4= {(x,Y)EX221 x and y are incident with a common points 
f5= ((KY)EX221 x and y are incident with b common points 
fs=F, f,=X,xX,-F, fs=fQ> and fg=f;. 
We claim that: 
9.1. 9 is coherent (and hence is the coherent closure of (X, F)). 
Proof. It is clear that V satisfies axioms 3.2(I) and (II) for coherence. 
Thus it suffices to show that the linear span of the matrices of the relations 
(f;)isI is a subalgebra of the algebra of m + n by m + n matrices. 
Let C be the incidence matrix of (Xi, X,, F). The conditions (a), (b), and 
(c) defining quasisymmetric designs are equivalent to 
IC = SI, CI = TI, 
CC = (T - A)Z + AJ, 
CC = (S - b)Z + (u - b)A + bl, 
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where A is the adjacency matrix of the block graph. Hence CCC = 
(T-A)C+xS_l=(S-b)C+(a-b)CA+bT], and therefore CAE(C,J). 
Moreover, A2 E ((C”C)‘, C’C, I, J) L ((C”C)2, A, I, J) and (C”C)2 = 
C’(CC’)C E (CC, J); hence A2 E (A, I, J). The result now follows easily. 
(The argument shows that the adjacency algebra of V is generated as a 
coherent algebra by the m + n by m + n matrix having C as its upper right 
hand block and all other entries 0.) W 
As corollaries we have the facts (cf. [4]) that: 
9.2. The block graph of a quusisymmetric design is strongly regular. 
9.3. The number of blocks incident with a point x and adjacent to a 
block y depends only on whether or not x and y are incident. 
The strongly regular parameters of the block graph will be denoted by n, 
k, 1, X, p, r, s, f, and g as usual. The respective numbers defined by (9.3) 
will be denoted by N and P, so that 
CA=(N- P)C+ PJ. 
9B. Quasisymmetric Designs and Coherent Configurations 
The following two results, 9.4 and 9.5, are the objectives of this subsec- 
tion. 
9.4. The parameters of a quasisymmetric design satisfy the following 
conditions: 
(1) m = f +l, 
(2) mT = nS, 
(3) P(n-T)=(k-N)T, 
(4) (S - l)T = A(m - l), 
(5) ak = NS, 
(6) bZ=(T-N-l)& 
(7) S+aN+b(T-N-l)=T+A(S-l), 
(8) aP + b(T - P) = AS, 
(9) N2+P(k-N)=k+AN+p(T-N-l), 
(10) NP + P(k - P) = XP + /J(T - P), 
(11) Na+P(S-a)=S+aX+b(k-h-l), 
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(12) Nb + P(S - b) = aj.l+ b(k - /.l), 
(13) ur - b(r + 1) = T - A - S, 
(14) as - b(s + 1) = - s, 
(15) mP = S(k - r), 
(16) P = N- r. 
Nowconsiderac.c. W=(X,(~)i,,)oftype(2,2;3)overI= {1,2,...,9}, 
with standard partition X = (Xa)acQ, D = {1,2}, such that I” = {1,3}, 
I== {2,4,5}, 112= {6,7}, und,I”= {8,9},6*=8, 7*4=9. Then: 
9.5. (X,, X2, fe) and (X,, X2, f,) are complementary qufzsisymmetric 
designs. 
According to 9.1 and 9.5, a C.C. of type (2,2;3) is equivalent to a 
complementary pair of quasisymmetric designs. 
We prove 9.4 and 9.5 together, starting with a C.C. % as in the paragraph 
above 9.5 and putting n1 = m and n, = n. For the multiplicities of the fibers 
we have zii = z2i = 1, ~~~=z~~=rn-l, and zB= n-m. In particular, 
n > m. 
It will be convenient to consider the set system (Xi, .%?) with .?J = 
{ fs(x) 1 x E X,}. Suppose that the fiber %” is primitive, i.e., that the graphs 
(X2, f,) and (X2, fs) are connected. Then if f.(x) = f,(y) for some x and y, 
we must have fs(x) = Xi, a contradiction. Therefore, if V2 is primitive, then 
I.%?I=n. 
Now suppose that f4 = fi. Then V2 is primitive and p& = p&. It follows 
that (Xi, .%?) is a symmetric design and hence that m = I.371 = n, a contradic- 
tion. Thus V2 is symmetric and (X,, f4) is a strongly regular graph. We take 
the parameters of this graph to be n, k, 1, A, p, r, s, f, and g as usual, SO 
that the character multiplicity tables for V1 and VP2 are 
1 k 
1 m-l 1 and 1 r 
1 -1 m-l 
1 s -(s+l) g 
The degrees for %’ are e, = e,, + e2i = 2, e2 = ei2 + eaa = 2, e3 = eas = 1, and 
the multiplicities are zi = zii = z2i = 1, z2 = zi2 = z22, za = z~. Now z12 = 
m - 1, and we number f4 and fs so that zzz=f, z,=g, and then 
m=f+l. 
We have ui = v2 = 1, v3 = m - 1, v4 = k, and v5 = 1. We put v, = T and 
v,=S;thenu,=n-T,o,=m-S,andmT=nS.Furtherweput p&=N, 
pL = P, p& = a, p& = b, and pes - 3  A. These choices are consistent with 9.1 
given the above convention on the numbering of f4 and fs. The relations 
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pfjv, = pij*vi give (3), (4), (5), and (6) of (9.4) for the parameters of %. In 
particular, T > A. 
We now write out explicitly the matrices MP, 
M;=Z, M,2=Z, 
M,‘=Z, M,2=Z, 
1 1 ’ m-2 ’ m-S-1 1, 
0 
l-l , 
k-p I 
M;= T-N-l T-P 
Z-T+N+l 1 I-T+P ’ 
0 
k-h-l k’p 1 (x=2-k+~-1, fi=Z-k+X+l), ii x 
M61= [S!l ii] 
1 
I 
S-a S-b 
m-S-1 ’ I m+a-2S m+b-2s’ 
I 
0 
, P 1 T-P ’ 
T-A 1 
0 1 
n-2T+A ’ 
M,2= k-N k-P . 
Z-T+N+l I-T+P I 
Substituting into 3.7 (e), we obtain (7) through (12) of 9.4. 
The irreducible representation can be written as shown in Table 1, where 
the Eij are the 2 X2 matrix units and (or = (ST)‘12, a2 = P-‘(k - N)(ST)‘12, 
and pi= -P2=(T- A) ‘12. From this we obtain (13) through (16) of 9.4. 
All the conditions of 9.4 are now established for the parameters of %?. It 
remains to prove that a > b. But a = b implies S = b by (14) of 9.4, and 
hence T = A, a contradiction. Hence a > b by (14). 
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TABLE 1 
4 *2 *3 
Al 
A2 
A3 
4 
4 
A6 
A7 
43 
A9 
El1 
(m - l,zf 
k-G 
G, - 
al% 
agEl 
alE2, 
a2E21 
0 
1 
0 
-(sS+l) 
0 
0 
0 
0 
9C. Analysis of Parameters 
Throughout this subsection we consider a q.s.d. with notation as in 
Section 9A and without repeated blocks, i.e., we assume S > a. From 9.4 it is 
easy to obtain expressions for the parameters in terms of the design parame- 
ters m, S, A, a, and b, namely 
T= 
(m - l)A 
S-l ’ 
m(m - 1)R 
n= s(s-1) ’ 
ta _ bjk = (m - S)[S(S - 1) - b(m - 1)1 A 
(S-a)(S-1) ’ 
(a _ bj2p = (S2 - h) [S(S - 1) - b(m - 1)1 A 
s(s - 1) 
3 
(a-b)r= (msIS,)4_(S-b), 
(a-b)s= -(S-b), 
f=m-1, 
(a _ b)P = [S(S - 1) - b(m - l)] A 
S-l 
> 
(a-b)N= 
a(m-S)[S(S-l)-b(m-l)]A 
S(S-a)(S-1) 
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In particular, the formulas for P and N are obtained as follows. We have 
P(n - T) = PT(m - S)/S, while (k - N)T = (S - a)NT/a, and therefore 
N = a(m - S)P,‘S(S - a). But (a - b)P = AS - bT = [S(S - 1) - 
b( m - l)] A /( S - l), giving the formulas for P and N above. 
On the other hand, 
(a-b)N=(l-b)T+A(S-1)-(S-b) 
= 
[(S - 1)” - @ - l)(m - 01 A _ (s _ b) 
S-l 
Equating the two expressions for (a - b)N gives 
(9.6) [S4-2S3- [(a+&l)(m-l)-1]S2+ubm(m-l)]A 
= S(S - l)(S - u)(S - b), 
which determines A in terms of S, m, u, and b. 
9D. Tight 4-Designs 
We consider a quasisymmetric design D which satisfies the following 
condition T(x) for some point x: 
T(X) : Each triple x, U, o of distinct points is incident with the same number 
A, of blocks. 
An obvious count gives (m - 2)A, = (S - 2)A. 
It is easy to see that T(x) holds if and only if D” is symmetric or 
quasisymmetric if and only if D, is symmetric or quasisymmetric. Here D’ is 
the residuul design consisting of the points different from x and the blocks 
not through X, and 0, is the derived design consisting of the points different 
from x and the blocks through x. Since T(x) implies T(x) for the comple- 
ment and since the quasisymmetric designs with S < 3 are known, we assume 
that4<SSmm/2. 
The design D” has parameters m” = m-l,n*=n-T,S”=S,T’=T-A, 
and 
m-S 
AX=A-A,=mA. 
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Moreover, two blocks of D” have either a or b common points, with D” 
symmetric if just one of these occurs and quasisymmetric if both occur. 
9.7. A quasisymmetric design with symmetric residual design is a 
Hadamurd 3design. 
Proof. Assume that D” is symmetric; then S = T - A and (m - S)A = 
S( m - 2), where 6 is one of a or b. By (4) of 9.4, (S - l)( S + A) = A( m - l), 
and hence 
(9.8) (m - S)A = S(m - 2) = S(S - 1). 
Moreover, by (13) of 9.4 we have 
(9.9) (a - b)r = b. 
Substituting A = S( S - l)/( m - S) in (9.6) and simplifying, we obtain 
S4 - S3 - (a + b)mS’+ [(a + b)m + ab]S + abm(m - 2) = 0. 
Using S2 = S + 6(m - 2), we reduce this to 26s = 6m + ab, which, in view of 
our assumption that S < m/2, implies that b = 0 and hence that r = 0 by 
(9.9). This means that the block graph r is the complement of a ladder 
graph. There are at most two vertices on each rung of the ladder, because for 
a given block y not through x, the blocks through x not meeting y form a 
coclique in l?. Now the result of Goetbals and Seidel [6; 4, (3.3)] implies that 
D is a Hadamard 3design. n 
9.10. If D” is quasi.symmetric, then 
S4-4S3- [(a+b-l)(m-2)-5]S2 
+[(a+b-l)(m-2)-2]S+ab(m-l)(m-2)=0. 
Proof, The equation (9.6) for D” is 
[S4-2S3- [(a+b-l)(m-2)-l]Sl+ab(m-l)(m-2)]zA 
= S(S - l)(S - a)(S - b). 
Equating the left hand side of this with that of (9.6) yields 9.10. n 
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Now assume that for some point y different from x the following 
condition T(x, y) holds in addition to T(x): 
T(x, y): The number of blocks through each quadruple X, y, U, u of distinct 
points is a constant A,,. 
Clearly (m - 2)(m - 3)A,, = (S - 2)(S - 3)R. 
9.11. Zf a quasi.symm&ic design with m points and S points per block 
such that 4 G S f m/2 satisfies T(x) and T(x, y) for some pair x and y of 
distinct points, then it is isomorphic with the unique Steiner system 
4 - (23, 7, 1). 
Proof. Assume T(x) and T(x, y); then Dx satisfies T(y). If D” is 
symmetric, then so is Dry, and then S = T” = T’y, that. is, T - A = T - 
2A + A,. But this implies that m = S, which is impossible. Hence D” is 
quasisymmetric. 
If Dry is symmetric, then D” is a Hadamard 3-design by 9.7. But then 
S=2a, m-1=4a, and (m-S)A/( m - 2) = 2a - 1, whence a = 1 and 
S = 2, contrary to assumption. It follows that Dry must be quasisymmetric. 
Finally, therefore, we must consider the case in which all three of the 
designs D, D’, and DxY are quasisymmetric. By [5] and [2] it wiU suffice to 
show that D is a tight 4design, and by [4, (3.6)] it will suffice for this to 
show that n = m( m - 1)/2, or equivalently, that A = S(S - 1)/2, which we 
proceed to do. We have the equation in 9.10 for D”, namely 
S4 - 4S3 - [(a + b - l)(m - 3) - 51 S2 
+[(a+b-l)(m-3)-2]S+ab(m-2)(m-3)=0. 
Subtracting (9.10) from this gives 
(a+b-1)S2-(a+b-l)S-2ab(m-2)=0. 
If a + b - 1 = 0, then D is a nonsymmetric 2-(m, S, l)-design, and the only 
ones of these which satisfy the hypotheses of 9.11 are the pair designs, which 
are excluded here. We have, therefore, that a + b - 1# 0 and hence 
(9.12) s2-s-x=0, 
2ab( m - 2) 
x= 
a+b-1 . 
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Substituting in (9.10) gives 
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P-3s-v=o, 
(u + b - l)(m - 3) - 4 
Y= 
2 
and hence S = (x - v)/Z. Now using (9.6), 9.10, and (9.12), we verify that 
the following equalities are mutually equivalent: 
*= S(S-1) 
2 ’ 
S4-2S3- [(a+b-l)(m-1)+1]S2+2(a+b)S+ab(m+l)(m-2)=0, 
2S3-(a+b+5)S2- [(a+b-l)(m-4)-4]S+2ab(m-2)=0, 
4x = (2x - 2v - 4)S, 
4(S - 1) = 2x - 2v - 4, 
and 
x-v 
S=- 
2 * 
This completes the proof of 9.11. n 
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